Remark 2. Note that the procedure is inferentially consistent for all null and alternative hypothesis that are not on the boundary of the indifference zone. When the true hypothesis is exactly on the boundary of the interval null, say at # + , the second-generation p-value will have essentially the same frequency properties as a classical hypothesis test. As a result, the Type I Error rate of will remain constant as a function of the sample size and the procedure is no longer inferentially consistent in the limit. That is, it will be wrong 100 % of the time regardless of the sample size. Remark 7. Figure S2 shows how the second-generation p-values were computed to color the rug plot. The estimated survival differences are plotted with their confidence interval and the indifference zone (shaded region). The confidence interval on the difference in survival rates could be computed using asymptotic methods or a simple bootstrap. Here we used the variance of the predictions from a cox proportional hazard model and assumed the two groups were
independent. An alternative approach would be to estimate the baseline hazard using some other non-parametric method. non-smokers developed lung cancer. This is displayed in Table S1 . (1). While the conclusion is essentially the same, the degree to which the data are deemed "inconclusive" varied slightly. Importantly, a ' of 0 or 1 will not be affected by We could compute the second-generation p-value for the three-dimensional vector, but this requires specifying a three-dimensional interval null and obtaining simultaneous confidence intervals, i.e. a CI for the entire vector as opposed to three independent CIs for each element. A more elegant approach is examining how much the explained variance decreases when body size is removed from the model. 
Remark 10. Statistical and frequency properties of second-generation p-values
There are three cases to consider: the probability data are compatible with the alternative, ( ' = 0), the probability data are compatible with the null, ( ' = 1), and the probability data are inconclusive (0 < ' < 1). Note that we have three potential outcomes to consider instead of just two ("Reject the null" or "Fail to reject the null"). In Remarks 11 through 18, we examine the statistical properties of second-generation p-values when the sampling distribution of the estimator can be approximated by a normal distribution. This scenario covers a large majority of statistical applications, including methods of moments and maximum likelihood estimation, as well as common non-parametric estimators in large samples.
Remark 11. Distributional assumptions: Let y z be an estimator of parameter . We consider the case where the sampling distribution is √ u y z − w } (0, ) where the variance is known or can be readily estimated. This scenario reflects the core behavior of a large majority of statistical applications, such as methods of moments, maximum likelihood estimation, and some common non-parametric estimators in large samples, i.e., U-statistics.
Remark 12. Observing data compatible with the alternative hypothesis: How often will a given set of data indicate compatibility with the alternative hypothesis? This probability, ( ' = 0), is analogous to power. Since ' is 0 only when the intersection between the intervals is the empty set, it follows that
where # is the point null hypothesis and is the 'true' data generating hypothesis. As expected, the 'power curve' is a function of , the indifference zone margin.
When graphed, it looks like a power curve that was cut in half and pulled apart. bounded by at all sample sizes (Remark 13 in S1). Type I Error rates near occur when the true hypothesis is near or on the edge of the indifference zone.
Remark 13. When = # , Equation S4 is analogous to the Type 1 Error rate which reduces to
Note the dependence on the sample size and . Hence, the Type I Error rate is bounded above by 2 †− P/Q ‡ = . Moreover, it shrinks to 0 as the sample size approaches infinity, for any given > 0. When = 0, we recover the usual Type I Error rate. Remark 17. Observing data that are inconclusive: Perhaps the scourge of any study is inconclusive results. Here we detail the probability that the second-generation p-value is inconclusive. The probability of observing data that are inconclusive is:
when > P/Q √ /√ and
otherwise. Figure S6 displays this behavior. When the indifference zone is small relative to the intended precision, and the true hypothesis is in or near the indifference zone, the probability of inconclusive results is high. As the indifference zone widens, the probability of inconclusive results remains high at its edges when the truth is also at the edges. But the probability drops rapidly near the middle of the zone when such results would indicate compatibility with the null hypothesis. The take home message here is that data will tend to be inconclusive when the truth is near the edges of the indifference zone. The practical solution to this problem is to use an indifference zone that is neither too large nor too small. But, of course, this is much easier said than done. 
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Remark 20. In the example used in the paper the FDR and FCR for second-generation p-values are smaller than their hypothesis testing counterparts. This is generally true for the FDR when the multiple comparisons being made have varying standard errors. However, it is possible for the FCR to be larger than the false non-discovery rate. This happens for hypotheses inside the null interval when the sample size is very large. As such is it not of consequence. By design, hypotheses within the indifference zone are not detectable by second-generation p-values. We believe this can be addressed by allowing the null interval to shrink at a rate slower than the interval estimate, but this will be detailed elsewhere. Figure S7 displays the FDR and FCR as the sample size changes. Note that the FCR is undefined in the first plot because the sample size is too small to permit nesting of the interval estimate in the interval null hypothesis. 
Alternative in SD units
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False discovery rates (n=100)
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